
observer. Therefore in 1924 de Broglie effectively explained the cosmological red shift in 

terms of photon mass."Big Bang" (a joke coined by Hoyle) is now known to be erroneous in 

many ways, and was the result of imposed and muddy pathology supplanting the clear science 

of de Broglie. 

In 1924 de Broglie also introduced the concept of least (or "rest") angular 

frequency: 

and kinetic angular frequency (,.\;( . The latter can be defined in the non relativistic limit: ') 

%/. ') ( . I") )- \);;} ") -\- j_ Vy-..._ v. 
''h. \.IV ~ ""'~ \ - "~- ('\..) v-r-..c... l d' 

- (__ ") -- ( \ '"-\0 ) 

~ j_ 'f'r' -..j ~ - ( \ '\\) 
;' ~ c..:> y( rJ :l-- 0 

so: 

Similarly, in the non relativistic limit: 

so the least wavenumber, '(( o , is: 

and the kinetic wavenumber is: 

The total angular frequency in this limit is: 

_. -

) 

+ 
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and the total wavenumber is: 

\-( - K D + ~ K - ( I "10 
The kinetic energy of the photon was defined by de Broglie by omitting the least (or "rest") 

frequency: 

where: 

Using Eqs. ( \ ~ '\) and.( \ ~) it is found that: 

~ 

"'f - 5:----

"~ and using Eqs. ( \ '\ \ ) and ( \ '\ \..r) J. 

'.If - c_ --'-/~ Therefore: 

'\/'( 
-.. w ---YC 

- GJ6 _(lq~ 
Ko 

- CVK _ (aao) 
\-'CK 

-(~oy -=- w L> -t-- WK 

V'to + \"(K 

a possible solution of which is: - ( -;}c~) 

Using Eqs. ( \~ ) and ( \q \ ): 

so it is found that in these limits: 
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The work of de Broglie has been extended in this chapter to give a simple 

derivation of the cosmological red shift due to the existence of photon mass, and conversely, 

the red shift is a cosmological proof of photon mass. In standard model texts, photon mass is 

rarely discussed, and the work of de Broglie is distorted and never cited properly. The current 
-s~ 

best estimate of photon mass is ofthe order of 10 kg. In UFT 150B and UFT 155 on 

www.aias.us the photon mass from light deflection was calculated as: 

~'-....,_~X: _ (JoS) 

usmg: 

").(A.. 
c. 

_{:'w. 

This gave the result: 

Here R 0 is the distance of closest approach, taken to be the radius of the sun: 

Qo ~ b" ~ S~ 7' \D ~h.. 
and a is a distance parameter computed to high accuracy: 

In a more complete theory, given here, the photon in a light beam grazing the sun has 

a mean energy given by the Planck distribution ~ 1 - 10}: / . 
. ...,_"f:CJ {~TJ 

- ~w 
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where k is Boltzmann's constant and T the temperature of the photon. It is found that a photon 

mass of: 

is compatible with a temperature of2,500 K. The temperature ofthe photosphere at the sun's 

surface is 5,778 K, while the temperature ofthe sun's corona is 1 - 3 million K. Using Eq. 

( \(b) it is found that: 

which is less than the maximum speed of relativity theory: 

c 

-I 
~s 

As discussed in Note 15 7 ( 13) the mean energy < E > is related to the beam i 11tensi ty I in 

joules per square metre by ~ / - "'-.. 

T "" ~11~ c l_. \:: ? - . 
where fis the freqeuncy of the beam in hertz. The intensity can be expre~d as: 

I " ~ 1i \ "l r.- (' - ~ ~ ;, j i/J - ( ~~~ 
The total energy density of the light beam in joules per cubic metre is: 

\[-

,. 

and its power density in watts per square metre Goules per second per square metre) is: / 
') J _, ;). 

- ~'TI~ r.- \-~ -(ar) 
(.. 
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The power density is an easily measurable quantity, and implies finite photon mass through 
. 

Eq. (d. \l). In the standard model there is no photon mass, so there is no power density, an 

absurd result. The power density is related to the magnitude of the electric fiedl strength (E) 

and the magnetic flux density ( B ) of the beam by: 

...-J. _...,.nJ 
~ "=-- f-o C \: '- D 

-(~\~ 
-

The units in S. I. are as follows: 

where Eo and~ 0 

so: 

are respectively the vacuum permittivity and permeability defined by: 

t ~ .. .,_ I I c "} - ( :l:l D) 

1 ( '-11 J-l/) _ f. (;" 1 ~ c ~) _ (:r:J.,\, 
- ~'l\ R Vh \ -- 1, - 0 c - . ') 

d (_ ") )AD 

4. 6 DIFFICULTIES WITH THE EINSTEIN THEORY OF LIGHT DEFLECTION DUE TO 

ORA VITATION. 

The famous Einstein theory of light deflection due to gravitation is based on the 

idea of zero photon mass because in 1905 Einstein inferred such an idea from the basics of 

special relativity, he conjectured that a particle can travel at c if and only if its mass is 

I 
identically zero, and assumed that photons travelled at c. Poincare on the other hand realized 

that photons can travel at less than c if they have mass, and that c is the consta_nt in the 

•' 
Lorentz transform. The Einsteinian calculation of light deflection due to gravitation was 

therefore based on the then new general relativity applied with a massless particle. In the 
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influential UFT 150B on www.aias.us it was shown that Einstein's method contains several 

fundamental errors. However precisely measured, such data cannot put right these errors, t;md 

the Einstein theory is completely refuted experimentally in whirlpool galaxies, so that it 

cannot be used anywhere in cosmology. 

usually and incorrectly attributed to Schwarzschild. Here, cylindrical polar coordinates are 

used in the XY plane. In Eq. ( l"'J.b) r t> is the so called Schwarzschild radius, the particle of 

mass m orbits the mass M, for example the sun. The infinitesimal of proper time is ~ '"(. 

Since m << M the Schwarzschild radius is: 

Therefore the calculation assumes that the mass m is not zero. For light grazing the sun, this is 

the photon mass. 

The equation of motion is obtained fron: Eq. ( ~J.~) by multiplying both sides by 

- to give: 

\-
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The infinitesimal of proper time is eliminated as follows: 

cl< ~ ~ -;-
d:t_ - J_--t d r 

to give the orbital equation: 

(H'J~ ~ ( \ ( r\, ") 

where the two constant lengths a and b are defined by: 

C\~L, k> - cl --
V'r-(_ 

where R <> is the distance of closest approach, essentially the radius of the sun. Using: 

\A_ -=- \ J ' ~ l{ -::_ ]_ tk 
.(~ 

~e;~~m;bt~m:( -~ ~ (I ( ~ + ~ 1 

If we are to accept the gravitational metric for the sake of argument its correct use must be to 

assume an identically non zero photon mass and t.o integrate Eq. ( ~3 ), producing an 

equation for the experimentally observed deflecti~n {j, f in terms of m, a and b. 

However, because ofhis conjecture of zero photon mass, Einstein used the null 

-(~ 
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geodesic condition: 

~s J - o 

which means that m is identically zero. This assumption means that: 

- ( :16.5) 
However, the angular momentum is Lis a constant of motion, so Eq. ( ;).>S") means: 

- ( ~~J 
which in the obsolete physics of the standard model was known as the ultrarelativistic limit. In 

this Einsteinian light deflection theory Eq. ( J."JJ>) is defined to be pure kinetic in nature, but 

at the same time the theory sets up an effective potential: 

(-
) ) 

(0 +- ~ (c.! t\... 

- - 1> 
( () ' c ~?,:) 

-{_db9 
and also assumes circular orbits: 

0. 

However, this assumption means that: 

\- fo 

and the denominator of Eq. ( JJo) becomes zero .and the integral becomes -infinite. In order 

to circumvent this difficulty Einstein assumed: 

c, 
'( 

0 
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which must mean: 

and 

The effective potential was therefore defined as: 

which is mathematically indeterminate. Einstein also assumed: 

0 

so the equation of motion (d.~'\) becomes: 

~J. 
~ 

He used: 

in this equation, thus finding an expression for b, : 

Finally he used Eq. ( )U.I) in Eq. ( )31) with: . 

~ 
~ --7 
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to obtain the integral: \/R6 ~ 

~? ~ 
- fu \.,t + fo \A_ 

- R; 
0 

It was claimed by Einstein that this integral is: 

t ~ -=: ~&-
' c_ Ro 

-

but this is doubtful for reasons described in UFT 150B, whose calculations were all carried 

out with computer algebra. The experimental result for light grazing the sun is given for 

example by NASA Cassini as 
/I 

tf 
~~.(~so) 

butepends on the assumption of data such as: 

(< o -=- b. '\SS ?<. \o ~...._, fl1._.., \ • '\8 "\I 

&-- ~ ( . {llt-)lf :X. I 0 _,, ~ ~d-I/ . 

\. ( s 

X 

Jo 

\0 {~ 
- (:1s:) 

In fact only MG is known with precision experimentally, not M and G individually. The 

radius R
0 

is subject to considerable uncertainty. If we accept the dubious gravitational metric 

for the sake of argument, the experimental data must be evaluated from Eq. ( ~J. l ) with finite 

photon mass, and independent methods used to evaluate a and b. 

Einstein's formula ( "J4-'\) for light deflection depends on the radius parameters R 
i 0 

and f 0 . R
0 

represents the radius of the sun (6.955 x 10 metres) while the so called 

Schwarszchild radius r is 2,954 metres. So: 
0 
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which implies from Eq. ( l'+l) that: 

This gives the integral: \/ {( b 

~r - "l 10 
which has no analytical solution. Its numerical integration is also difficult, even with 

contemporary methods. The square root in the integral has zero crossings, leading to infinite 

values ofthe integrand and as discussed in Section 3 ofUFT 150B there is a discrepancy 

between the experimental data, Einstein's claim and the numerical evaluation ofthe integral. 

The correct method of evaluating the light defelction is obviously to use a finite 

mass min Eq. (d)\). In a first rough approximation, UFT 150B used: 

for one photon. More accurately a Planck distribution can be used. However Eq. (~st) gives: 

~ ~ ~ ~ - c~s·) 
r\o\.C... 

The parameter b is a constant of motion, and is determined by the need for zero deflection 

) - t/ J. 
Lt. &.tt - II ~ 0 

and as described in UFT 150B this gives a photon mass of: 

-41 
~ J . ~ S: ")(_ \D 

which again a lot heavier than the estimates in the standard literature. 

-(;)~~ 
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So in summary of these sections, the B(3) field implies a finite photon mass 

which can be estimated by Compton scattering and by light deflection due to gravitation. J:he 

photon mass is not zero, but an accurate estimate of its value needs refined calculations. These 

are simple first attempts only. There are multiple problems with the claim that light deflection 

by the sun is twice the Newtonian value, because the latter is itself heuristic, and because 

Einstein's methods are dubious, as described in UFT 150B and UFT 155. The entire Einstein 

method is refuted by its neglect of torsion, as explained in great detail in the two hundred and 

sixty UFT papers available to date. 


